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Presentation Notes
Good morning Ladies and Gentlemen and thank you for dialling in todayAs we have heard from Peter just now, one fundamental principle of traditional BI insurance is the requirement of physical damage causing the revenue impact.But what about all those exposures that impact a business without causing such physical damage? in particular keeping in mind that the world is changing more and more to asset light.What I want to do in the next 10-15 minutes is to share a few ideas and concepts how such pure financial loss or NDBI can actually be insured.And for those who were able to attend our previous webinar on parametric insurance, the concept is essentially the same - Just a more specific application 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But let me first start with some observations:I think no one can deny that the corporate landscape has gone through a fundamental shift over the past decades – and you can see on the left hand chart:Whilst it used to be dominated by asset heavy companies in the 70s and 80s , the S&P 500 is now dominated by tech firms with limited physical assets in their balance sheet, but deriving most values from intangible assets like Data, Intellectual Property, Client Relations and the like. (Uber (no cars), Airbnb (no real estate), Alibaba (no inventory), Facebook (no content))Another development is increasing complexity: Technological innovation and Globalisation has lead to longer and more complex value chains: one US semicon giant has reported more the 16,000 suppliers across the worldNow, so far the insurance industry has not been extremely pro-active to respond to these developmentsI would say we are quite good in asset protection and related products, but now is the time to expand our focus into the area of revenue and cash flow risks.This mean moving form the blue area into the orange space of pure financial risks where we still find most of the insurance gaps.just to illustrate the importance, for the past 5 years, BI has topped the Allianz Risk Barometer survey as being the number one peril that corporate risk experts are concerned aboutIn other words we need to find solutions for non-damage BI exposures.Now since traditional insurance is largely relying on physical damage as trigger, index based or paramedic solutions have prove to be a very efficient instrument that can help to provide cover and fill these gaps
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Global Professionals’ Outlook

AON Global Risk Management Survey 2019
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But let me first start with some observations:I think no one can deny that the corporate landscape has gone through a fundamental shift over the past decades – and you can see on the left hand chart:Whilst it used to be dominated by asset heavy companies in the 70s and 80s , the S&P 500 is now dominated by tech firms with limited physical assets in their balance sheet, but deriving most values from intangible assets like Data, Intellectual Property, Client Relations and the like. (Uber (no cars), Airbnb (no real estate), Alibaba (no inventory), Facebook (no content))Another development is increasing complexity: Technological innovation and Globalisation has lead to longer and more complex value chains: one US semicon giant has reported more the 16,000 suppliers across the worldNow, so far the insurance industry has not been extremely pro-active to respond to these developmentsI would say we are quite good in asset protection and related products, but now is the time to expand our focus into the area of revenue and cash flow risks.This mean moving form the blue area into the orange space of pure financial risks where we still find most of the insurance gaps.just to illustrate the importance, for the past 5 years, BI has topped the Allianz Risk Barometer survey as being the number one peril that corporate risk experts are concerned aboutIn other words we need to find solutions for non-damage BI exposures.Now since traditional insurance is largely relying on physical damage as trigger, index based or paramedic solutions have prove to be a very efficient instrument that can help to provide cover and fill these gaps
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Global Professionals’ Outlook

Australia’s Top Risks – AON survey 2019

https://aoninsights.com.au/global-risk-management-survey-australian-perspectives/#
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Traditional BI Cover & Response

BI origins… simple start….but could history repeat itself? 

• 1797- First attempts by “Minerva Universal” 
(UK)

• 1821- First “ time loss” policy (per diem) 
(UK)

• 1857 -“Chômage” insurance (In France)

• 1899 - British loss of profits concept 
developed by Ludovig McLellan (Scotland) 
based on turnover.

• 1939 - Birth of the “standard policy” (UK) 
and "Gross Earnings” form (US)

• 1989/91- Assoc. of British Insurers (ABI) 
publishes “recommended wordings”
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But let me first start with some observations:I think no one can deny that the corporate landscape has gone through a fundamental shift over the past decades – and you can see on the left hand chart:Whilst it used to be dominated by asset heavy companies in the 70s and 80s , the S&P 500 is now dominated by tech firms with limited physical assets in their balance sheet, but deriving most values from intangible assets like Data, Intellectual Property, Client Relations and the like. (Uber (no cars), Airbnb (no real estate), Alibaba (no inventory), Facebook (no content))Another development is increasing complexity: Technological innovation and Globalisation has lead to longer and more complex value chains: one US semicon giant has reported more the 16,000 suppliers across the worldNow, so far the insurance industry has not been extremely pro-active to respond to these developmentsI would say we are quite good in asset protection and related products, but now is the time to expand our focus into the area of revenue and cash flow risks.This mean moving form the blue area into the orange space of pure financial risks where we still find most of the insurance gaps.just to illustrate the importance, for the past 5 years, BI has topped the Allianz Risk Barometer survey as being the number one peril that corporate risk experts are concerned aboutIn other words we need to find solutions for non-damage BI exposures.Now since traditional insurance is largely relying on physical damage as trigger, index based or paramedic solutions have prove to be a very efficient instrument that can help to provide cover and fill these gaps
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Traditional BI Cover & Response

1. Loss of sales x RGP

The traditional policy response

2. Increase in cost of working

3. Triggered by damage to property at a 
named risk address by a peril insured

4. Requires the claim to be properly 
proved
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• SUPPLIERS (OR CUSTOMERS) EXTENSION

• Loss as insured by this policy resulting from interruption of or interference with the business in 
consequence of damage (as within defined) to property at the under-noted situations shall be deemed to 
be loss resulting from damage to property used by the insured at the premises.

• Provided that the liability under this memorandum in respect of any one location shall not exceed in 
respect of each item of the policy, ... percent of the sums insured thereunder.

Note:  Can include suppliers of public utilities

The “deeming” provision
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Extending the cover for contingent BI risks

Traditional contingent BI

1. Denial of access

2. Public/civil authority

3. Interdependency

4. Suppliers 

5. Customers

6. Utilities supply

7. Cyber attack
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Traditional BI Gaps

Non-Damage BI

1. Wide Area Damage

2. Supply chain failures

3. Infectious diseases/pandemics

4. Terrorism & threats

5. Climate change – drought/sunshine/wind 

6. Trade wars & sanctions

7. Critical infrastructure failures

8. Regulatory breaches (data/privacy etc)

9. Social discontent & conflicts
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Changing Corporate Landscape
… requires new approaches 
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Components of S&P 500 market value

Need to expand focus from asset 
protection to revenue risk

• Fundamental shift in corporate 
landscape over past decades

• From “asset heavy” companies to 
corporations deriving value 
predominantly from intangible assets

• Globalisation leads to longer and more 
complex value chains



Limitations of Traditional BI insurance
Non Damage events causing negative impact on business
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corporate “non-core” 
transferable risks

corporate “core” 
non-transferable risks

entrepreneurial risks to be 
retained by shareholders

Traditional 
BI cover

Contingent
BI cover

CBI with ND  
elements
(eg. infectious 
disease)

Non-physical damagePhysical damage

NDBI cover

“pure economic 
loss cover”

Events that cause no physical loss or damage,
but negatively impact earnings:

- can still be fortuitous in nature
- can have massive business impact
- difficult to mitigate or hedge

Parametric / event based solutions can complement and 
stretch the limits of traditional BI insurance

- Wide Area Damage
- Supply Chain Disruption 
- Loss of Attraction
- Adverse Weather
- …



Parametric Insurance
Event based solutions are independent from underlying asset 
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• Purely based on probability of a pre-agreed 
event

• Independent from underlying physical asset

• Index is a proxy for actual economic loss 
 Basis Risk

Parametric Fundamentals Trigger Event Payout

Traditional Physical Damage Actual Loss Sustained

Formulaic or
Actual Loss SustainedIndex / EventNDBI

• Definition of the triggering events: “All risk” versus named perils

• Alignment of interest: ie. entrepreneurial or core business risk

• Modelling Risk / Data Availability for triggering event

• Difficulty in tracking triggering events

Challenges



Index based insurance in practice
Applications predominantly for weather and NatCat events
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Parametric NatCat

Weather

Non-Weather

Market Indices

Typhoon
• Storm category
• Wind Speed

Earthquake
• Magnitude
• Shaking 

Intensity

Flood / 
Drought
• Precipitation
• River Levels

Inclement Weather
• Precipitation
• Temperature
• Wind / Wave Action
• Haze

Resource Risk
• Wind Hedge
• Solar Hedge

• RevPAR / Occupancy Rates
• Insolvency of key supplier
• Political Risk / Govt actions
• Volcanic Eruption
• Pandemics

Double Trigger:
Combination with economic index:
• CPI
• Power Price
• Commodity Prices

• Terrorism
• Airport Closure
• Regulatory Shutdown
• Loss of License



Loss of Attraction due to Travel Disruptions
“Tail Event” Protection for Hotel Chain
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Occupancy Index 
as trigger

Parametric structure

Exposure: 
Business Interruption 
caused by “Black Swan” 
events

Severe drop in occupancy 
rates of a hotel chain due to 
non-damage events

“Double Trigger” Solution based on 
industry index and 3rd party event 
declaration

Trigger: Occupancy index (RevPAR) 
drops by more than 10% caused by one 
of the following 3 events: 
- Travel Disruption (Airport closure)
- Act of Terrorism
- Pandemic

Formulaic Payout based RevPAR metric

Motivation: Protection gap for loss of 
revenue not covered by traditional 
PD/BI insurance



Weather Downtime Insurance against inclement weather
Work Window Put for Offshore Windfarms
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Stand-by time 
for vessels

Parametric structure

Exposure: 
Stormy seas preventing 
access to Offshore 
Windfarm site

Delay in project completion, 
and cost overrun due to 
adverse weather

Triggering event: Shortfall of “work 
windows” (eg. wave height less than 
2.5m and wind speed less than 25 m/s 
for at least 18 hours)

Cover for prolonged periods of adverse 
weather when buffer for expected 
downtime in works program is 
exceeded

Index can be based on weather 
outcomes or forecasts, depending on 
what triggers lost worktime

Motivation: Compensation for loss of 
profit due to delay in completion and 
high cost of stand-by vessels 
(USD 250k- 500k per day)



Life Science NDBI
Loss of revenue protection for drug manufacturers
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Regulatory 
shutdown as trigger

Parametric structure

Exposure: 
Regulatory Impairment 
Business Interruption

Shutdown of production 
facility due to manufacturing 
irregularities

Exporting drug and medical device 
manufacturers are regulated by importing 
country agency

Cover against the withdrawal of regulatory 
approval or license by a Regulatory body 
caused by Manufacturing Irregularities on a 
defined site

Trigger: Actual or imminent regulatory 
shutdown

Payout: Actual Loss of Gross Profit 
sustained and extra expenses

Motivation: Protection gap for loss of 
revenue not covered by traditional PD/BI 
insurance
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Questions & Answers



http://www.swissre.com/library/Business_interruption_insurance.html

http://www.swissre.com/library/archive/Overcoming_challenges_in_scoping_business_interruption_insurance_in_the_US.html

http://www.swissre.com/library/Contingent_business_interruption_and_other_special_covers.html

Further Reading

http://www.swissre.com/library/Business_interruption_insurance.html
http://www.swissre.com/library/archive/Overcoming_challenges_in_scoping_business_interruption_insurance_in_the_US.html
http://www.swissre.com/library/Contingent_business_interruption_and_other_special_covers.html
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Legal notice

©2019 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You are not permitted to create any modifications 
or derivative works of this presentation or to use it for commercial or other public 
purposes without the prior written permission of Swiss Re.
The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date 
of the presentation and are subject to change without notice. Although the information 
used was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility for 
the accuracy or comprehensiveness of the details given. All liability for the accuracy 
and completeness thereof or for any damage or loss resulting from the use of the 
information contained in this presentation is expressly excluded. Under no 
circumstances shall Swiss Re or its Group companies be liable for any financial or 
consequential loss relating to this presentation.
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